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СОБИРАТЕЛЬ ОБРАЗОВ: АНТОН ЗАНЬКОВСКИЙ И ЕГО МИФОЛОГИЯ
В статье, которая является одновременно культурологической и литературно-критической, рассматривается мир и мифология произведений
писателя Антона Заньковского (род. 1988). Он – человек двух городов: Санкт-Петербурга и Воронежа, автор романов "Девкалион" (2015) и "Ветошница" (2016), опубликованных в литературном журнале "Нева". Эти романы – прогулка местами памяти, тщетная попытка вернуться в золотой век
детства и отрочества, они разрушают привычное пространство-время, приближая его восприятие к изначальной сингулярности, к предельности
момента рождения Вселенной. Образность произведений Антона Заньковского предстает некой непосредственной онтологией, благодаря особой
чувственности и почти телесной ощутимости текста. Автор выступает коллекционером ощущений и образов, после чего, однако, остается
пустота и безвременье, а память сменяется забвением. Роман-проза вдруг оказывается оборотнем-стихом: неизвестно, что точнее описывает
этот мир – сам роман или стихи – ритмы-выдержки из него. Это мифология вечного движения, "топографической амнезии", фланирования, лабиринта, улиц, орнаментов, арабесок, линий, аллюзий, прошлого, детства, ностальгии, сожаления, беспокойства и мечтаний сна.
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IMAGERY COLLECTOR: ANTON ZAN’KOVSKIY AND HIS MYTHOLOGY
This article is both a culturological and literary-critical work. It is devoted to the world and mythology of Anton Zan’kovskiy’s works. Anton Zan’kovskiy is a writer from
St. Petersburg. But he was born in Voronezh in 1988. Thus, his work is the world of these two cities and walks into his memory places. It is a solo of a trot, hiking through
the forest. He is the author of the novels "Deucalion" (2015) and "Ragwoman" (2016), which were published in the literary magazine "Neva". Anton Zan’kovskiy often
mentions Ukrainian culture in his novels, he also uses sometimes Ukrainian language. When a reader is immersed in the world of Anton Zan’kovskiy's novels, he feels the
way of Andrei Bely, Osip Mandelshtam, Vladimir Nabokov, Alexander Blok, Anatoly Mariengof vision. These novels destroy the habitual space-time, bringing our perception closer to the primordial singularity, to the irreducibility of the birth moment of the Universe. It can be said, that these works are nostalgic and melancholic, this is an
appeal to the golden age of youth and childhood. Anton Zan’kovskiy writes novels – prose works, but his novels are “werewolves”. In fact, prose novels turn out to be
poems. The world in these novel-poems is depicted as unevenness, gluing. Life is represented as rhythm, hesitation, confusion. The imagery of Anton Zan’kovskiy’s
works appears to be an ontology on-the-scene, thanks to the special sensuality and almost physical sensibility of the text. The author is a collector of sensations and
images, after which, however, emptiness and timelessness appear, and memory is replaced by oblivion and silence. However, Anton Zan’kovskiy's works arise from a fall,
from "diving for pearls" into pensive – a deep of the past, from the melancholy, from a desire to return to the past. The author wants to return to the past and to go through
a phase – to feel the same emotions. It is believed that the world of these werewolf novels is born from the feelings of decadence, from the emotions of decline. That’s why
the reader can see despair, disappointment, and lack of surprise: the author has lost his spontaneity, and the world has ceased to be magical. This is the mythology of
perpetual motion, "topographic amnesia", flanking, labyrinth, streets, ornaments, arabesques, lines, allusions, past, childhood, nostalgia, regret, anxiety and dream.
Key words: imagery, "genres-werewolves", irreducibility, kinesthetic sense, ontology of the image.
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THE CULTURAL MISSION OF CLASSICAL UNIVERSITY
The article is devoted to the analysis of historical dynamics of university and its classification of cultural types. The main part of attention is
concerned over the classical model of university and its transformations.
The university carries out a social institution. It has absence of its own an autonomous field of culture, which is a form of spiritual rather than
social production. Education is a set of social institutions that produce the social structure directly, that is, social technology with the purpose of
human and social production of the new model. The society of the late Modern becomes a collection of social institutions (not only educational, but
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also legal, political, economical, and even in a certain sense cultural) and industries (specialized fields of material production). Education in this
sense is a form of human production in general, while economics, politics and law are generally aimed at the indirect production of people through
the logic of much complicated institutes movement: economics, politics, law (goods, power structures and laws). Depending on the national model
of education, universities determine the priority of certain educational strategies.
The university as a social technology, based on the new sample of the anthropological model, forms disciplinary practices that function for
production of habitus and cultural capital, and also provides identification "under the auspices of the concept of culture" (B. Readings) in the
Modern era. This cultural-historical period is characterized by the fact that social control is carried out not with the help of personal coercion, but of
the passage through institutions. A higher educational institution in the era of Modernity is the most consistent embodiment of the idea of a social
institution as an intermediary between spiritual and material production. Culture in this context acts as a form of "high culture," that is, as a way of
human existence just like this, with value orientations on the foundations of universal cult of reason. The "Cultural Mission" of the University is a
mediation between the regulatory ideas of the Modern and a certain type of state that is, to be a social technology of nation-building. The
technology of cultivating reason is provided by studying at the Philosophy Faculty and is an obligatory philosophical component for other faculties
in the German model, created by V. Humboldt. The formation of the cult of universal reason and self-sufficient subject is the basic task of the
classical university and its leading sociocultural function and cultural mission.
Keywords: university, classical model of university, cultural mission, social institute, cultural field, social technology.

Formulation of the problem. Contemporary cultural
transformations make significant corrections to all present
socio-cultural configurations. A university as the basic phenomenon of Modern is not standing outside of these
changes. Pessimistic scenarios declare "death" and "destruction" as the most obvious prospects of its future
(T. Eagleton, B. Readings). In the meantime, the most optimistic ones, on the contrary, anticipate increasing of its
cultural potential in the context of "knowledge economy"
development. The fact that the socio-cultural functions of a
university are changing in the "post-national constellation"
is supposed to be generally accepted. The above mentioned fundamental shifts require clarification and explanation of the historical dynamics of higher education institutions, the cultural mission of its classical model in particular. Since the experience of corporation that successfully
survived several civilizational transformations causes respect, as well as both theoretical and practical interest.
Condition of the problem. The works, written by I.
Kant, J. Fichte, Fr. Schielling, M. Weber, J. Newman are
devoted to clarification of the social role of the University
and its cultural mission. So far, the socio-cultural functions
of higher education institutions and their historical transformation are introduced within the sight of such contemporary researchers as P. Bourdieu, O. Oexle, T. Eagleton, M.
Kveik, B. Readings, L. Gubersky and others.
The task of our research is to determine the cultural
mission of the University classical model.
Main part. The classical European philosophy of consciousness was based on the universality of the identity
principle on the condition of immanent unity of being and
thinking. The autonomy of the transcendental subject correlated with the isolation of a man from social conditions of
his life and the opposition of the forms of high culture. The
unity of the subject itself was carried out in the epistemological dimension on the intellect universalism basis as the
necessary moment of its autonomy realization. All this was
a symptom of a shift in the social self-production sphere.
In the Modern era, the production of the subject was
carried out not through the personal compulsion, as in previous eras, but through opposition to the logic of the swap
of things as goods and gradually shifted to the sphere of
"passing through the institutes" (B. Readings). The establishment of a market economy and a national state were
not independent, except the only one socio-cultural process (F. Braudel, K. Polanyi). The modern technology of
social production was not just a derivative from the syncretism of material and spiritual culture, but mediated the relationship between industrial production and forms of high
culture, the social division of labor, and "an organic type of
solidarity" by E. Durkheim. Forms of high culture required
the body of social structures, on the one hand, and, on the
other hand, the industrial and economic spheres were the
result of the subjects interaction as atomic individuals, which
were caused by their relations with things. Industry demanded the economy specialization, legal and political systems for its successful functioning, which led to the formation

of institutions derived from the sectoral division of the industry. At the same time, another type of social activity – social
technology itself – separated (that came out of the specialization of the material and spiritual spheres of production).
Firstly, it was the sphere of education. The latter serves as
a technology for the person formation in a complex, differentiated society, where the reproduction of social opportunities of
every one is carried out significantly outside of one’s belonging to the occupations in one’s family and genus in general.
Education is a social lift, "social magic" (P. Bourdieu), exit
beyond the three classical stratums of the Indo-Europeans
(oratores, bellatores, laboratores), by G. Dumezil.
University as a form of higher education becomes the
basic institute of the Modern, it is the crossing of its two main
dimensions: the academic corporation and the state institution. It should be noted that the first appointment was initially
self-sufficient. Moreover, all corporations were carried out as
universitas, that is, as a community of equal people who had
vowed each other. This was the union of any craft guild and
even the city community as a whole, the prototype of any
institute in the modern sense of the word, and even a legal
person, as being proved by the studies of the medievalists
(J. Le Goff, P. Uvarov). Gradually such a name was fixed
only for a certain type of educational institutions.
We shouldn't also forget about the religious-ritual dominant of any premodern civilization. In the statutes of the
first universities, in particular Parisian one in the XIII century, it was recorded that they were "a community of the
alive and the dead" (O. Oexle). This meant, first of all, the
responsibility for the funeral ceremonies of community
members and for the funeral prayers for them. Since being
detached from blood relatives, students and even lecturers
usually stayed in a foreign country without support, such an
important for religious people thing as funeral and memorial were provided. The rituality of the last ones was even
obligatory for Christianity, despite the high degree of theology rationalization. Consequently, in pre-modern Europe,
the university was born as a transnational corporation
based on the principles of the civilization of Christian
Europe unity and the organizational – Papal Curia. However, the first change of the Reformation, and then secularization, allowed it to be nationalized quickly.
The building of a national state required an increase in the
bureaucracy and, accordingly, an educated class of people.
Time has shifted accents. University autonomy, which took its
origins in the codes of guilds, gradually began to serve as a
necessary social distance from the utilitarian cares of life in order to create an appropriate anthropological model.
The social function of the university was explained by I.
Kant in the well-known work "the Conflict of the Faculties".
He said that the state as a source of financing uses the
product of university education – educated people. The
latter are needed "to influence the people by the certain
teachings" [1].Such an iInfluence becomes possible due to
the fact that people are lost in the contradiction between
their sensual impulses, private goods and social requirements. They do not want to be responsible for every deci-
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sion and want to be led in the most enjoyable and safe
ways. What basically the state did through the community
of not professional scientists, but educated people who
represented "motivation reasons" to coordinate the interactions between individuals and, more importantly, with the
state. I. Kant emphasizes that "according to reason (that is,
objectively) the following order exists among the incentives
that the government can use to achieve its ends (of influence the people): first comes the eternal well-being of
each, then his civil well-being as a member of each society
and, finally, physical well-being (a long life and health)" [1].
Each of these "incentives" had a projection of the sociocultural system of the Modern and a psychological coloration that represents private space of the atomized individual. After all, person of Modern is connected with the social
whole private interest. "Eternal well-being" is a private dimension of spiritual culture; "physical well-being" was a
condition of material, even physical reproduction of an individual. "Civil well-being" - this is a form of the evolving private interest in the general legal system of society selfproduction. Each of these areas is a combination of disciplinary practices described by M. Foucault (first and foremost, medicine and law). The last ones were devoted to
create the conscience as the "body of the prison," that was,
"by teachings regarding the second (civil well-being) it
(government) helps to keep their external conduct under
their reins of public law" [1]. Modern disciplinary practices,
their norms and rules, differ both from the types of institutionalization of the human actions in Premodern, and from
the value orientations of cultural fields.
In the dimension of high culture there was a certain
number of fields producing a priori values and “the system
of things”, which are intended to legitimize the selfsufficiency of each of them (in case of art and science). In
the body of society such cultural fields incorporate by social
institutions. The last ones have the middle function: to preserve the a priori status of values and to form the producers and consumers of them, that was to deal directly with
the actors as their agents. For the incorporation of subjects
into social structure of cultural field disciplinary technologies are being produced, which, in the process of learning
and obsessing, turn into habitus (body techniques) and
cultural capital (an interiorized set of knowledge and values), in the terms of P. Bourdieu. Modern body typification
techniques and their legitimation in public perception as
generally recognized lead to the formation of disciplinary
practices. N. Elias explained their fundamental difference.
The Formation of social structures that provide the implementation of these disciplinary practices is the process
of institutionalization. The emergence of a certain set of
knowledge, the content of which determines the form of its
implementation, also causes a certain style, a certain way
of thinking. The functioning of such knowledge as a cultural
capital was a form of implementation of discursive practices. They supplement disciplinary practices and even
gradually begin to provide reflation over them, organize
them, asking for models and norms for the last ones. The
autonomy of the theoretical sphere sets authority and level
of recognition of discursive practices and becomes the
basis of their ideology. Thus, the role of discourse and ideology in the process of institutionalization of Modern is
much higher than in previous historical types of culture. On
the autonomy of the theoretical consciousness itself and
the spiritual forms of culture is generally based the specificity of the social institutes of the Modern age.
The process of person incorporating into the body of a social institution is the most successful when it is not just a bad
imitator (that is the difference between a simple which is produced by a cultural field and its unsuccessful bearer becomes

obvious), but when a person becomes the creator of sociocultural norms and even the institution, that is, it promotes the
autonomy of the cultural field and / or its financial success. In fact,
the producing of disciplinary practices is a condition of obsessing
them as a separate subject, that is, the moment of self-production
of the cultural field itself in a social dimension. The dualism of
habitus and cultural capital, of the cultural field and of the institute
as its basic social structure is sufficiently stable in the context of
the domination of a closed type of cultural field, for example art
production. The university is a more pure form of a social institute
than social structures of the art field. In order to clarify this problem, one should turn to the incomplete problem of the institute.
British researcher R. Williams in his work “Keywords
vocabulary of culture and society” concluded, that "Institution is one of several examples of a noun of action or process which became, at a certain stage, a general and abstract noun describing something apparently objective and
systematic; in fact, in the modern sense, an institution" [3,
p. 168] in the dimension of human interaction.
Human activity always makes sense and obeys a certain established rule or order. This sense of installation is
very important. After all, the use of the term "institute" in
the English language in the 14th century had a connotation
of "establish, found, appoint. In its earliest uses it had the
strong sense of an act of origin - something instituted at a
particular point in time - but by mC16 there was a developing general sense of practices established in certain ways,
and this can be read in a virtually modern sense: ‘in one
tongue, in like manners, institutions and laws (Robinson’s
translation of More’s Utopia, 1551); ‘many good institutions,
Laws, manners, the art of government’ (Ashley, 1594). But
there was still, in context, a strong sense of custom, as in
the surviving sense of one of the institutions of the place"
[3, p. 168]. British law still has retained the peculiarities of
the case-law of its application, in contrast to universalist
and rationalist shifts in its French interpretation of it, up to
the requirement of the Declaration of Human Rights. In
this, the emergence of a conflict between the aristocratic
respecting of tradition and the democratic nature of the
enlightenment critique of tradition is seen as a superstition,
which is clearly demonstrated by G. Gadamer.
R. Williams notes that it is not easy "to date the emergence of a fully abstract sense; it appears linked, throughout,
with the related abstraction of SOCIETY. By C18 an abstract
sense is quite evident, and examples multiply in C19 and C20.
At the same time, from mC18, institution and, later, institute
(which had carried the same general sense as institution from
C16) began to be used in the titles of specific organizations or
types of organization: ‘Charitable Institutions’ (1764) and several titles from 1C18; Mechanics’ Institutes, Royal Institute of
British Architects, and comparable organizations from C18
here probably imitated from the Institute National, created in
France in 1795 in consciously modern terminology. Institute
has since been widely used for professional, educational and
research organizations; institution for charitable and benevolent organizations. Meanwhile the general sense of a form of
social organization, specific or abstract, was confirmed in
mC19development of institutional and institutionalize. In C20
institution has become the normal term for any organized
element of a society" [3, p. 168].
It is worth mentioning, that data of R. William`s definition are rather descriptive, but they enlighten the historical
dimension of the question.
The logic of making ordinary, "typicality" of human action, which comprises the functions of its objectification and
legitimation, is put into the basis of the consideration of the
institutionalization of human life in the works by A. Gehlen,
P. Berger and T. Luckmann. Significantly higher degrees of
unification and rationalization of the institutes of Modernity
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are characterized by M. Weber and J. Thompson. A new
form of Modern society myth (D. Meyer, B. Rowen) [2, p. 340–
363] and its ceremonies in the form of self-compel and selfcontrol (N. Elias) is also noted by researchers as a modern feature. The specificity of the institutes of the Modern consist of
using disciplinary practices that, by help of the internalization of
certain behavior codes, creates the new technology of social
production of man. After all, the Modern institute is controlled
not only by its own mechanism of implementation, and not even
by additional sanctions (such as completion or punishment), but
created the most productive reflexive model of self-control. The
universal cult of mind and, accordingly, the Faculty of Philosophy, not only produces the new type of discourse or cultural
capital, but also a way of new social formation. Thus, the new
anthropological model is produced, also a new social order,
where consciousness is formed as an instance which separated
from the living conditions and controls it from the outside. Such
a sociocultural practice would not have been possible without
the experience of Christianity and its confessional procedures.
Their influence could already be evident in such early Modern
characters as Don Juan and Dr. Faust. However, the selfcontrol of Christianity was sent to the authority of God, and
therefore autonomy of consciousness could not be implemented consistently. Modern anthropocentrism did not foresee
external instances, but itself was rooted in human sensualrational dualism. The autonomy of theoretical consciousness
was provided by disciplinary practices of university education.
The university, for example, as opposed to art, is a social institution itself, in other words it has absence of its own an autonomous field of culture, which is a form of spiritual rather than social
production. Education is a set of social institutions that produce
the social structure directly, that is, social technology with the
purpose of human and social production of the new model. The
society of the late Modern becomes a collection of social institutions (not only educational, but also legal, political, economical,
and even in a certain sense cultural) and industries (specialized
fields of material production). Education in this sense is a form of
human production in general, while economics, politics and law
are generally aimed at the indirect production of people through
the logic of much complicated institutes movement: economics,
politics, law (goods, power structures and laws).
Depending on the national model of education, universities determine the priority of certain educational strategies.
This is generally accepted business orientation of American
higher education institutions. In French universities after the
Napoleonic reform, a correlation of the interests of the state
with social division of labor was implemented. The priority of
university autonomy, research programs and the broad humanitarian basis of studying is characterized by the Humboldt model. The more problematic was the collision of the
formation of a national state, the more claims model of the
university to a greater degree of social disposition. The
Humboldt version became a classical form of the university
and has spread into many countries around the world. In
particular, Ukrainian universities were formed by its model.
Exactly this German model of the university has become
an object of I. Kant's reflection. The specialization of the faculties, through which the production of this type of educated
people is carried out, correlates with the modern form of
socio-cultural differentiation. The discursive practices of individual disciplines and faculties become the basis for the
identification of professional communities. The University,
accordingly, was an institute, an intermediary form of a social system between a state machine and atomic individuals.
Division, which was formed empirically, in I. Kant’s opinion,
nevertheless, corresponds to a certain a priori principle.
All these spheres of privatization of the public good for
which the medical, legal and theological facilities are practical, service and non-self-sufficient, despite their ability to
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formulate guidelines and dictate orders. They are not able
to clarify their own principles, and therefore the basic one
for I. Kant was the lower faculty - philosophical - the task of
which was "the public presentation of truth as its function"
[1]. Exactly his impracticality, the inability to formulate orders and to provide "bread training" (Fr. Schelling), enables
freedom of judgment and truthfulness of knowledge of representatives of other faculties. His task is to produce educated people whose "the increased insight gained from this
freedom, a better means for achieving its ends than its own
absolute authority" [1] This means that the universality of
reason is a Modern ground for coordinating action, in contrast to Premodern compulsion. Therefore, the resolution of
the conflict of the faculties can be either "legitimate" - the
recognition of the universal status of reason for the functioning of the national state, or "illegal", which provides a short
"heroic way" to the disappearance of the lower faculty.
The explanation for the "Conflict of Faculties", in this regard
is the concept of Canadian researcher B. Readings, which
proved the connection of this university model, which is based
on the idea of culture, with the structures of the functioning of
the national state. Its political discourse is based on the principles of sending to a collective entity, which represents itself as a
"species-being". Therefore, the basic task of the national state is
the task of implementing the "rational self-determining subject of
modernity", that is, a self-sufficient subject. The army (Z.
Bauman), literature (B. Anderson, M. McLuhan) and education
(M. Foucault, B. Readings) are the socio-cultural technologies of
this complicated process. The last can represent school and
university. If a school (and even the obligatory elementary education as a whole) has its task to form disciplinary practices that
provide extremely important for the Modern Dominant of Consciousness the "techniques of the body," as well as the level of
literacy required for the reserve army of labor and just an army
(that is, first of all, caused by the charity of the "social state", a
welfare state, as proved by Z. Bauman and K. Polanyi), the task
of creating and reproducing a model of national identity, the
bearer of which is a self-sufficient subject becomes exactly the
formation of Humboldt`s model of the university.
Subjected to an autocratic monarchy was, in the first
place, limited (or, conversely, privileged) by rights. There is
no wonder one of the first historical acts of the bourgeois
revolution in France was the acceptance of the Declaration
of Human Rights. The necessity of the equality of all people
under the law, which is ensured by the division of power was
also proclaimed by S. Montesquieu. The subjugation of the
Modern subject to the national state was carried out
differently from the non-Modern way. In previous times,
personal coercion was a dominant form of relations between
people and social systems, but gradually the rich form of
dependence became the most important. In such a specific
situation, the relationship between a man and the state is
carried out through the passage of a number of social
institutions, the crown of which is the university. "I" can
become transcendental, only "passing through the people"
(B. Readings), or much precisely through the nation. The
University model, proposed by A. Humboldt, in contrast to
the French version (Napoleonic) and the American (Hopkins)
one, has not accidentally deliberately denied the orientation
of "bread learning" (J. Schelling) or the state's needs, that is,
the provision of a profession to be fed after the end of study,
but set goal for creating a self-sufficient subject.
Conclusions. Thus, the university as a social technology,
based on the new sample of the anthropological model,
forms disciplinary practices that function for production of
habitus and cultural capital, and also provides identification
"under the auspices of the concept of culture" (B. Readings)
in the Modern era. This cultural-historical period is
characterized by the fact that social control is carried out not
with the help of personal coercion, but of the passage
through institutions. A higher educational institution in the era
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of Modernity is the most consistent embodiment of the idea of
a social institution as an intermediary between spiritual and
material production. Culture in this context acts as a form of
"high culture," that is, as a way of human existence just like
this, with value orientations on the foundations of universal
cult of reason. The "Cultural Mission" of the University is a
mediation between the regulatory ideas of the Modern and a
certain type of state that is, to be a social technology of
nation-building. The technology of cultivating reason is
provided by studying at the Philosophy Faculty and is an
obligatory philosophical component for other faculties in the
German model, created by V. Humboldt. The formation of the
cult of universal reason and self-sufficient subject is the basic
task of the classical university and its leading sociocultural
function and cultural mission.
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КУЛЬТУРНА МІСІЯ КЛАСИЧНОГО УНІВЕРСИТЕТУ
Стаття присвячена аналізу історичної динаміки університету та класифікації його культурних типів. Основна увага приділяється класичній моделі університету та її трансформаціям. Університет є соціальною технологією, яка заснована на новому зразку антропологічної
моделі та дисциплінарних практиках, що являють собою виробництво габітусів в епоху Модерна. Цей культурно-історичний період характеризується тим, що соціальний контроль здійснюється не через особовий примус, а "проходженням через установи". Вищий навчальний
заклад в епоху Модерну є найбільш послідовним втіленням ідеї соціального інституту як посередника між духовним та матеріальним виробництвом. Висока культура в цьому контексті здійснюється на основі універсального культу розуму. Формування культу універсального
розуму та самодостатнього суб’єкта є основним завданням класичного університету та його культурною місією.
Ключові слова: університет, класична модель університету, культурна місія, соціальний інститут, культурне поле, соціальні технології.
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КУЛЬТУРНАЯ МИССИЯ КЛАССИЧЕСКОГО УНИВЕРСИТЕТА
Статья посвящена анализу исторической динамики университета и классификации его культурных типов. Основное внимание
уделяется классической модели университета и ее трансформациям. Университет рассматривается как социальная технология,
основанная на новом образце антропологической модели и дисциплинарных практиках, которые представляют собой производство
габитуса в эпоху Модерна. Этот культурно-исторический период характеризуется тем, что социальный контроль осуществляется
не через личное принуждение, а "прохождением через институты". Высшее учебное заведение в эпоху Модерна является наиболее
последовательным воплощением идеи социального института как посредника между духовным и материальным производством.
Высокая культура в этом контексте осуществляется на основе универсального культа разума. Формирование культа универсального разума и самодостаточного субъекта является основной задачей классического университета и его культурной миссией.
Ключевые слова: университет, классическая модель университета, культурная миссия, социальный институт, культурное поле, социальные технологии.
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КУЛЬТУРОЛОГІЧНА ЕКСПЕРТИЗА КУЛЬТУРНИХ РЕСУРСІВ
Стаття присвячена дослідженню зростаючої ролі експертного знання в процесі трансформації культури і соціальних відносин у сучасних умовах. Підкреслюється значимість і особливість культурологічної експертизи соціальних проблем, яка виступає як універсальна експертиза в проектній діяльності. В умовах переходу від індустріальної до постіндустріальної економіки культурологічна експертиза стає
інструментом запровадження креативної економіки. Зокрема, мова йде про використання культурних ресурсів міст і регіонів України у
створенні іміджу для залучення інвестицій та визначення спрямованості перспективного розвитку.
Ключові слова: культурний проект, культурологічна експертиза, культурна політика, експертна оцінка, креативна економіка, культурні ресурси,
урбаністична політика.

Постановка проблеми. Сучасний стан соціокультурних трансформацій в Україні породжує в якості важливого
інструментарію задля принципових змін потребу в експертизі, аналізі та оцінці тих або інших об’єктів соціокультурної реальності, які позначають особливості її функціонування та можливі (проектні) моделі трансформації і перспективні напрямки розвитку.
Знаменним є те, що потреба в експертизі є логічним результатом наукової революції, яка не тільки
визначила напрям науково-технічного прогресу модерної цивілізації, а й принципово змінила статус
знання щодо соціальних і культурних реалій, що дозволили суспільству перейти від створення "утопій"
як образу бажаного майбутнього, його критики як

"антиутопій", та сформувати наукове підґрунтя проектної та експертної діяльності в галузі гуманітарних
та суспільних наук.
Аналіз досліджень і публікацій. Останні дослідження та публікації щодо збільшення ролі експертного
знання в процесах модернізації культури пов’язані з
поглибленням диференціації та спеціалізації різноманітних соціальних інститутів. Саме така постановка проблеми присутня в працях П. Бергера, Г. Іванова, Т. Лукмана,
Ч. Лендрі, Н. Ніконової, Л. Нікіфоровї, А. Скотта та ін.
Метою статті є аналіз ролі культурологічного знання й культурологічної експертизи в оцінці культурних
ресурсів у процесі проектування та розвитку сучасної
креативної економіки.
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